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A New Bound for the Genus of a NHpotent Group

Claude Lemaire

Introduction

Gr is the category of groups with the usual morphisms; [Gr] the class of
isomorphism classes of Gr; 170 the full subcategory of Gr consisting of ail finitely
generated infinité nilpotent groups with finite commutator subgroups; Np and Np
are the p-localization and the p-completion of the nilpotent group N.

Assume that N is a finitely generated nilpotent group. In the sensé of Pickel
([1]) the genus set of N, denoted by GP(N), is the set of isomorphism classes of
the finitely generated nilpotent groups M with Np—Mp for each prime p, and
No —Mo (No is the rationalization of N). In the sensé of Mislin, the genus set of
N, G(N), is the set of the finitely generated nilpotent groups M with Mp — Np for
each prime p (see [2]).

In this note, we are only concerned with groups N in 170; in this case, it has

just been proveti by Warfield in [3] that GP(N) G(N).(1) This resuit is also an
easy conséquence of our proof.

This paper provides a bound for GP(N), when N is in 170, thus a bound for
G(N) (see the theorem); examples in section 3 show that this bound can be an
improvement of Mislin&apos;s one ([2]).

1. Preliminaries

For a nilpotent group N, we dénote its maximal torsion subgroup by TN, the

p-components by TPN and the quotient N/TN by SN.

LEMMA 1. LetNbe in tj0, M a finitely generated nilpotent group with Mp =* Np

for each prime p. Then

(a) TN^TM (b) SN^SM

This research was supported by the National Research Council of Canada.
(1) I am very grateful to Professor Mislin for having reported me this fact before the publication of

[3].
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(c) M belongs to t)q (d) No^Mo

(e) the class of M belongs to GP(N).

Proof. (a) is proved by Pickel ([1], proposition 3.5).
(b) SN is abelian (since [N, N] is included in TN) thus free abelian; then SM

is also abelian as a subgroup of SMP which is isomorphic to SNP and SM is free
abelian with the same rank since SN and SM hâve isomorphic finite quotients
([1], proposition 3.5).

(c) Since SM is abelian, [M, Kf\ is included in TM which is finite.
(d) No-(SN)o-(SM)o-Mo.
(e) obvious, by hypothesis and d.

Among the invariants in GP(N), we hâve thus
—the groups TN and SN, which we shall dénote simply by T and S.

—the rank k of S.

—the set O of primes p for which Tp is non-trivial.

The lemma shows us that the class of M belongs to GP(N) if and only if
Np — Mp for each prime p and that each élément in GP(N) can be described as the
class of the central term M of an extension:

With this description, we hâve only to consider primes in O, since, for p£ O,

Mp^Sp — Np. This is the basis of the proof of the theorem; before stating it, we
need two further notions.

From [4] we recall the définition of Blackburn&apos;s function for a prime p.

It is the function defined recursively by

dp(n) dp(n-l)+m

where pm is the highest power of p that does not exceed n.

With the aid of dp, we introduce

w(p) t(p) 4- dp(nîl N) where exp T Y\ pf(p)
peO

and

peO
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2. The Main Resuit

THEOREM Let N be in 770 Then |GP(N)\ &lt; 4&gt;(u)/2 (&lt;/&gt; îs Euler&apos;s function and
we assume u &gt; 2)

Proof Smce ail the products hâve Q as their index set, we shall omit the
subscnpts Define E(X, Y) to be the class of équivalence classes of ail the
extensions

Y&gt; is \r

0 is the map from E(S, T) to [Gr] defined by &quot;take the isomorphism class of the
central term &quot;

We know that GP(N) is included in Im 0 In particular, we can choose x0 in
E(S, T) such that 0(*o) is the class of N

We intend to build a diagram A

where (Z/m)*/{1, -1} is the cokernel of (GL(fc, Z)-+&gt; GL(fc, Z/m)), 7, ô are the
canonical epimorphism, the two triangles are commutative, GP(N) Im y

Im(e°ix)
The resuit follows from \(1/u)*/{1,-1}\ 4&gt;(u)I2

First step Définition of A

For each p m O, there exists a map Cp from E(S, T) to E(SP, Tp)

defined by completion (we know that the completion is exact) Let us de-
note by C the product map Cp can be factonzed into a map rp from
E(Sy T) to E(S, Tp)

TP(T — E -m. S) (TP— E/TP,E— S)

(p&apos; is the complément of p m the set of prime numbers) and the p-
completion CP, apphed now to E(S, Tp) see [ ] p 339) We dénote by t
and C the product maps
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On the other hand, we can define:

a map pb from fi E(SP, Tp) to II E(S, Tp) by pull-back along the canoni-

cal injections of S in Sp

and a map PB from II £(S, Tp) to E(S, T) defined by

\

\

where E is the pull-back of the groups Ep along the morphisms ap.

It is easy to check that C and pb, r and PB, are inverses of one
another. Thus:

E(S, T)

Now, each a&gt;p belonging to GL(fc, Zp) acts on E(SP, Tp) by pull-back along
ù)~p\ We define Û=U GL(K Zp) and

à:jQ-»E(S, T):

Second step: Définition of fi
Consider 8 to be the canonical epimorphism from Û onto GL(fc, Z/w) —

II GL(k, Z/pu(p)).
The existence of /u, and the commutativity of the upper triangle of A are

proved by the

LEMMA 2. If a) belongs to ker 8, then A(co) jco.

Proof For simplicity, if Xp is a p-complete nilpotent group, we dénote

by Xpw) the subgroup of Xp generated by the w(p)-powers and by X&apos;p the

quotient of Xp modulo XpM). If w belongs to ker 8, the map induced by &lt;op

on Spu is the identity. On the other hand, by our choice of u(p), each
élément of Npu) is a pf(p)-power ([4], Lemma 2), thus Im TpnNpM) {l}. We can
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consider the commutative diagrams

1
p

&gt; ¦—? PSp —H Sp

where the nght squares are pull-backs The action of the o&gt;p&apos;s does not
modify the bottoms, neither, consequently, the tops, and thus A(co) xo

Third Step Im (/*&lt;&gt; 6) GP(N)

If the class of M belongs to Im(/x°0), M îs clearly finitely generated
and nilpotent, and Mp îs isomorphic to Np for each p, Lemma 1 shows that
the class of M belongs to GP(N)

Suppose now that the class of M belongs to GP(N) We know that there
exists

and, for each p, a commutative diagram

C-pXo iP * *Np *~* Sp

We state that M îs isomorphic to the central term of fx(ô(w)) À(a&gt;), where
cl» (o&gt;p) Indeed, there exists, for each p, a commutative diagram

i

p r r i VAp kjp

the first row bemg ù)pCpx0 Applymg pb and then PB, we obtain the re-

quired îsomorphism

Fourth step Définition of v

We can identify GL(/c, Z) with a subgroup of Ù Now we prove

LEMMA 3 Let o&gt;i, w2 fce m Xi and suppose there exists rj m GL(fc,Z)
swch that co2 tîcoi Then (é
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Proof. For each p, there exists a commutative diagram

where the rows are &lt;*&gt;i,PCpxo and o)2,PCpxo and i\p is the extension of t\ to
Sp. Such a diagram still exists after applying pb, with the same 17 for each p
and PB produces isomorphic central terms.

In order to define v and assure the commutativity of the lower triangle
of 4, we hâve to prove that (0°ix)8((o) only dépends on the class of 8((o)

modulo ô(GL(fc, Z)). Suppose Ô(ù)2) 8(7]) • ô(o&gt;i). Then: (0°jli) ô(eo2)

(0°/u)5(tjû&gt;i) (0°à)(tjû&gt;i) (0°à)û&gt;i (by Lemma 3) (^%t) 8((oi). The proof of
the theorem is completed.

Remark. The proof can be rewritten with p-localization instead of p-
completions. Ail différences disappear after the second step, and the third
implies the equality, in tjo, of GP(N) and G(N) (see [3] for another proof.)

3. Comparison with Mislin&apos;s Resuit

Since the theorem gives a bound for |G(N)|, it is interesting to compare
this bound to that established by Mislin in [2]. We adopt the improvement
of Mislin&apos;s bound introduced at the end of [5] and we follow the notation
of this paper as far as possible. We hâve to compare u(p) t(p) + dp{ni\ N)
to the exponents v(p) of cxp(QN)ab where QN= N/(ZN)expTZN. First, two
remarks.

If N is abelian, N=ZN, TN^TZN, exp(QN)ab exp TN and dp(l) 0

for any p: the two bounds are always equal. More generally, if we assume
that TN is central (and 2g Q), then nil N&lt;2 and dp(nilN) 0; (QB)ab
contains at least a copy of Z/expTTV, and u(p)&lt;t;(p). In this case, we can
hâve u(p)&lt;v(p) (see below).

Our bound can give new information, as it is shown by the following
class of examples (a modified version of examples elaborated by Professor
G. Frei, whom I thank hère). The proof is standard and we omit it.

Consider groups N with generators ai, a2, a3,..., #2n+i, relations [at, a}]
1 except if i is odd and y i + l; in this case, [ai, ai+i] a,+2; we assume
also that the a,&apos;s are of finite order for ie/={3,5,... ,2n + l}. From

[a?, a*+i] aïï-2 (i 3,5,..., 2n-1), we conclude that the orders n of at(i g /)
are related by r2«+i \r2n-1 • • -| r3. We assume tin+i 5e 1, and we write st for r,/r,+2(ï g /)
with r2n+3 l. For i^2, rt(N) is generated by {a, |/e J,/&gt;2i-l}. Thus
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N is nilpotent of class n +1 and its commutator subgroup is finite. ZN is
generated by a\\ ar2\ ar3%..., a2n+i and TZN^Y\lŒJ Z/sr, its exponent
is the LCM of the 5,&apos;s, denoted by s. r2n+\ divides 5 such that 5 is not
1. ZN*xpTZN is the free abelian subgroup generated by as{\ a2\ a*%
Finally, (QN)ab is the abelian group with ai, a2, a4,..., a2n as generators and
relations af3= 1, a|r3= 1,..., a|&gt;+1 1; its exponent is sr3. On the other
hand, TN is generated by {a, | ieJ}. It is abelian and its exponent is r3.

If x(p) represents the exponent of the p-component of the natural x,

where

s(p) max (rt(p) - rt+2(p))

s(p)&gt;r2n+i(p);

s(p) &gt; 1 for each p in Q

We can conclude:
—for any choice of the nilpotency class except 1 (n fixed) and any choice of

0(2 fé Q) there exists a group in tj0 for which our bound is strictly smaller
than Mislin&apos;s one: it is sufficient to choose r2n+i adequately.

—on the other hand, if we fix a bound for the exponent of TN, it is always
possible (now choosing n) to find a group in 170 for which Mislin&apos;s bound
is better.
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